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Abstract: 
 
In oxide chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP) processes, variations in dielectric thickness can reduce yield and 
affect performance. Metal fill patterns are commonly used to reduce layout dependent thickness variation, but they 
become more important especially at 130 nm and below. Metal-fill patterning can be performed in First Encounter. 
It fills large open areas on each metal layer with a metal pattern, which is either grounded or left floating, to 
compensate for pattern-driven variations. Fill metal algorithms add metal to achieve a certain metal density per 
"window" area, since dielectric thickness variation is proportional to fill pattern density. Put another way, if 
through fill metal you reduce the range in pattern density by 50%, then the resulting dielectric thickness variation 
should be reduced by half as well. The goal of metal-fill patterning is to meet the dielectric thickness variation spec 
for your foundry's lithography requirements, while minimizing added interconnect capacitance. This paper will 
examine how fill metal affects parasitics, and whether grounded fill has any advantage over floating fill, if all else 
is held equal.  

 
 
What is Fill Metal?  
 
When integrated circuits are manufactured with oxide chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP) processes, 
variations in dielectric thickness can reduce yield and affect performance. This variation tends to increase 
with die size. Metal-fill patterns have been used for several years to reduce layout dependent thickness 
variation, but they become more important especially at 130 nm and below.  
 
Metal-fill patterning fills large open areas on each metal layer with a metal pattern, which is either 
grounded or left floating, to compensate for pattern-driven variations. Fill metal algorithms add metal to 
achieve a certain metal density per "window" area, since dielectric thickness variation is proportional to fill 
pattern density. Put another way, if through fill metal you reduce the range in pattern density by 
50%, then the resulting dielectric thickness variation should be reduced by half as well. 
 
The goal of metal-fill patterning is to meet the dielectric thickness variation spec for your foundry's 
lithography requirements, while minimizing added interconnect capacitance. Early metal fill 
implementations focused on lithography and ignored interconnect capacitance and design 
rule optimization, but this is no longer possible. 
 
How Fill Metal is represented in DEF 5.5 
 
There are two DEF constructs which are used for fill metal, depending upon whether the metal is grounded 
or floating: 
 
1. Grounded metal is defined in the SPECIALNETS section using the +SHAPE FILLWIRE property. This 
has been available for awhile. 
 
   SPECIALNETS 2 ; 
      - VSS 
        + USE GROUND  
             : 
        + SHAPE FILLWIRE ... 
 
2. Floating metal fill has its own section in the DEF file, titled FILLS. 
   
   FILLS 2 ; 
    - LAYER MET1  
        RECT (1000 2000) (1500 4000) 
        RECT (2000 2000) (2500 4000) 
        RECT (3000 2000) (3500 4000) ; 
    - LAYER MET2  
        RECT (1000 2000) (1500 4000) 
        RECT (1000 4500) (1500 6500) 
        RECT (1000 9500) (1500 11500) ;  
   END FILLS 
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There are also ways in DEF to block fill metal: 
 
BLOCKAGES 1 ; 
- LAYER metal1 + FILLS  
     RECT ( -160 -170 ) ( 180 190 ) ;  
END BLOCKAGES  
 
Note that Metal fill wires can explode the size of the DEF file if there are large areas being filled. 
 
 
How to add fill metal in First Encounter 
 
You add fill metal in First Encounter after final routing and before extracting RCs. There are two 
commands of interest, setMetalFill and addMetalFill, or you can use the Route > Metal Fill menus in the 
GUI. 
 
setMetalFill sets the metal fill parameters for a given metal layer, including min and max length and width 
of fill metal, spacing of fill metal from "active" metal, spacing between fill metal geometries, preferred and 
maximum metal density, window size, and so on. For example: 
 
setMetalFill -layer METAL1 
   -activeSpacing (microns) default FILLACTIVESPACING from LEF, or 2X min SPACING. 
   -gapSpacing (microns) between metal fill segments. 
   -maxDensity (percent) or use MAXIMUMDENSITY from LEF (default 80% if unspecified) 
   -minDensity (percent) or use MINIMUMDENSITY from LEF (default 20% if unspecified) 
   -preferredDensity (percent) default is 50%, use 0 to disable this feature. 
   -maxWidth (microns) or use max routing width from LEF. 
   -minWidth (microns) or use min routing width from LEF. 
   -maxLength (microns) or use 1000 um by default. 
   -minLength (microns) or use 5X -minWidth 
   -windowSize X Y or use DENSITYCHECKWINDOW from LEF. Default 200 sq um if unspecified.  
   -windowStep X Y or use DENSITYCHECKSTEP from LEF. Default 100 um if unspecified. 
 
In general the LEF settings will override the command line ones. The easiest way to run this is to use the 
GUI, where you can fill in the fill parameters for all metal layers at the same time. 
 
After setting the parameters with setMetalFill, you actually add them with addMetalFill: 
 
addMetalFill 
  -area X1 Y1 X2 Y2 or do whole design by default. 
  -layer list or do all metal layers by default. 
  -nets list of special nets in priority order to connect, or leave floating by default. 
  -removeFloatingFill to force all fill metal to be tied to special net. 
  -squareShape/-keepSquareFloating to force square shapes on all metal or just  
     on floating metal, otherwise rectangles are used too. 
  -extraConfig file where the extra configuration file may contain 2 sroute vars: 
     srouteLayerFillSquareWidth "width1 width2 ..." to set specific fill widths (DB units) 
     srouteLayerFillBlockDensityFile filename to pass user defined macro densities, e.g., 
       PLL1           0.45 
       Adder64          0.35 
       Mux128           0.25 
       MEM1           0.45 
 
e.g. addMetalFill -layer {1 2 3} -area 100 200 300 400 -nets {VDD GND} 
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The example we’ll look at in these next few figures is a medium sized processor design implemented using 
the TSMC 0.13um LV LowK standard cell library, and 6 metal layers. The utilization is pretty good but the 
routing on Metal5 and Metal6 is sparse, so we’ll use floating fill to even it out. Figure 1 is a screen shot of 
Metal6 with just routing and no metal fill: 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Layer Metal6 with routing and no fill 
 
On this vertical routing layer, we have quite a bit of signal routing on the left, but very little on the right. 
We’ll use the Route > Metal Fill menu to specify a very tight, dense metal fill pattern to get maximum 
contrast: 
 
setMetalFill -layer 1 -maxDensity 99.0 -preferredDensity 80.0 -activeSpacing 0.1 
setMetalFill -layer 2 -maxDensity 99.0 -preferredDensity 80.0 -activeSpacing 0.1 
setMetalFill -layer 3 -maxDensity 99.0 -preferredDensity 80.0 -activeSpacing 0.1 
setMetalFill -layer 4 -maxDensity 99.0 -preferredDensity 80.0 -activeSpacing 0.1 
setMetalFill -layer 5 -maxDensity 99.0 -preferredDensity 80.0 -activeSpacing 0.1 
setMetalFill -layer 6 -maxDensity 99.0 -preferredDensity 80.0 -activeSpacing 0.1 
addMetalFill -layer { 1 2 3 4 5 6 } -squareShape 
setExtractRCMode -detail 
extractRC 
 
Upon execution of the addMetalFill command, the software will start computing what fill it may insert. 
Starting with large areas and bigger fills then moving down to smaller areas fill squares as the layers get 
more crowded, it will along the way write some useful statistics to the logfile: 
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               Metal density distribution before filling 
                     layer1     layer2     layer3     layer4     layer5     layer6 
 
  lowest density          0%         0%         0%         0%         0%         0% 
  highest density        86%        82%        87%        82%        84%        82% 
  median density         51%        45%        45%        45%        43%        23% 
  mean density           49%        41%        41%        38%        35%        30% 
  standard dev          0.17       0.22       0.23       0.23       0.27       0.27 
  windows under           81        354        323        416        473        575  
 
                Metal density distribution after filling With floating 
                     layer1     layer2     layer3     layer4     layer5     layer6 
 
  lowest density         74%        43%        38%        42%        58%        36% 
  highest density        88%        88%        89%        89%        89%        88% 
  median density         84%        84%        84%        83%        85%        85% 
  mean density           82%        75%        73%        77%        83%        81% 
  standard dev          0.04       0.15       0.18       0.13       0.06       0.10 
 
 
At the end we have a fairly dense area of metal visible in Encounter’s detailed placement view, as shown in 
Figure 2: 
 

 
 

Figure 2:  Layer Metal6 with routing and floating fill metal 
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As noted above, Encounter starts with bigger fills and makes them smaller as it goes along. It uses the 
maximum metal fill size specified until it is impossible to fit a piece of metal fill that size into a particular 
area, then it uses successively smaller pieces of metal fill until reaching the minimum length. You can 
control the -decrement step size too. By zooming in on a section of routing and fill, we can see the pattern 
of shrinking metal squares in Figure 3: 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Close up of signal routing and fill metal patterns 
 
Removing Metal Fill in Encounter 
 
Unfortunately, there is no obvious place in the GUI to remove metal fill once you add it. To be sure, it can 
be done with a single Tcl command: 
 
 editDelete -shapes FILLWIRE 
 
There is a means to do this through the GUI, but it is not intuitive. You can go to the Floorplan -> 
PowerPlan -> Edit Special Route GUI.  Click on the large "X" for delete which will bring up a form.  Then 
for SHAPES, set it to FILLWIRE. 
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Fill Metal Impact on Interconnect Capacitance 
 
A well designed metal fill pattern should minimize added interconnect capacitance. Blindly adding fill 
metal near routing channels could induce significant cross coupling or delay on the active wires. This is 
controlled through wisely setting the minimum "buffer distance" between fill metal and active wiring. It is 
also affected by whether the fill metal is floating or grounded, and by the shape of the fill patterns (e.g. 
lines vs. blocks). This is why setMetalFill/addMetalFill allow for such flexibility. 
 
To check on the effect of fill metal upon parasitic capacitance, you may run RC extraction on the design 
before and after the metal fill is added, and compare the results using the “Ostrich” utility which ships with 
Encounter. This is the utility that is provided primarily to help users compare Encounter native extraction to 
sign-off RC extraction (e.g. QX, Star-RCXT, or whatever). However it works well for this purpose too.   
 
After invoking ostrich from the Unix command prompt, a simple GUI appears. The first step is to load the 
SPEFs we want to compare into ostrich. Under the “File” menu, we select SPEF and import the files one at 
a time. In Figure 4 we have finished loading three “datasets” or SPEF files: 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Main Ostrich GUI with three datasets loaded 
 
The next step is to Correlate one set to another, using the “Correlate” menu to bring up the “build 
correlation plot” window: 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Build Correlation Plot window in Ostrich 
 
Once the plot is built, you can use the Correlation menu again to actually draw the plot, as shown in Figure 
6.  This plot shows the total cap on each net for both datasets. Perfect correlation would be to have all 
points along the x=y line. Here the correlation is close but not exact: 
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Figure 6: VS plot of No Fill versus dense floating fill 
 
Here we see an unsurprising result where the dense fill design shows slightly higher coupling capacitance 
(about 13%) to the “no fill” design. In addition to the VS plot, we may want to view a ratio histogram, 
noting the mean float fill/no fill tcap ratio is just to the right of unity: 
 

 
  

Figure 7: Ostrich Ratio Histogram: Floating Fill vs. “No Fill” 
 

Floating versus Grounded Metal 
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By default addMetalFill adds floating metal. Using the -nets option, you can tie the fill metal to one or 
more available SPECIALNETS such as VSS. In a nutshell, grounded fill metal increases delays; floating 
fill metal tends to increase crosstalk noise. Though in this example, grounded fill shows overall higher tcap 
(~12%) compared to floating fill, as seen in Figure 8 below. In the past, Cadence extraction tools always 
assumed fill metal was grounded, this is a simpler assumption because the fill metal is at a known potential. 
This assumption makes re-verification simpler. In practice, finding a nearby ground terminal to connect 
each piece of fill metal imposes an extra burden on sroute and may not be practical given design topology. 
 
If you want grounded fill metal, it's better to specify long lines as the fill pattern, possibly with small 
bridges in between the lines. For example, 
 
    setMetalFill -layer METAL1 -maxLength 500 -maxWidth 20  
  addMetalFill  -nets VSS -removeFloatingFill 
 
Floating fill metal requires no ground connections and is thus easier to automatically generate. However the 
floating metal creates additional coupling paths and degrade signal integrity. Coupling is minimized by 
using square blocks, instead of long lines as the fill metal pattern. For example, 
 
     setMetalFill -layer METAL1 -maxDensity 0.75 -maxWidth 20  -maxLength 20  
  addMetalFill  -squareShape  
 

 
 

Figure 8: Ostrich Ratio Histogram: Grounded vs. Floating fill” 
 
Minimizing Cross Coupling 
 
Interconnect capacitance is minimized by reducing the amount of fill metal which is added, making the fill 
patterns small and widely spaced, especially far away from active wires. However, this approach works 
against the original metal fill goal of reducing dielectric thickness variation; for the best lithography you 
want to add as MUCH metal as possible. Trading off between these two conflicting goals is not always 
precise. It is difficult to have a good quantitative criterion that applies to all cases. 
 
 
 
Encounter Native RC Extraction settings for Metal Fill 
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During the Virtual Prototyping phase of the design, users are encouraged to run placement, trialRoute, and 
RC Extract often to refine the floorplan. In this phase final routing is not yet completed, and no specific 
metal fill pattern has been applied. So, how can we account for metal fill effects during the “native” RC 
Extraction? 
 
Indeed, you can anticipate fill metal before you actually add it when you run native RC extraction in 
Encounter. This is done through the setExtractRCMode -assumeMetFill command, causing native RC 
Extraction to assume grounded metal fill wherever there is no active wire nearby. The default is to assume 
fill metal is present at the minimum spacing distance.  
 
If we run a native RC Extraction with –assumeMetFill and compare it to the same extraction with no metal 
fill settings, we would expect the filled metal to show slightly higher coupling capacitances. Let’s test that 
by looking at the two datasets in Ostrich again. We import the SPEF created with –assumeMetFill into our 
Ostrich session: 

  Figure 9: Ostrich SPEF Import menu 
 
Then we’ll plot that “Assumed Metal Fill” data against the same “No Fill” data from before: 
 

 
 

Figure 10: -assumeMetFill versus “No Fill” tcap plot 
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Figure 11: Ostrich Absolute Difference Histogram: -assumeMetFill vs. “No Fill” (Zoomed in) 
 

 
 
Figure 12: Ostrich Ratio Histogram: -assumeMetFill vs. “No Fill” (Zoomed in) 
 
 
Fire & Ice Settings for Metal Fill 
 
Fire & Ice QX uses real fill metal structures from the DEF file to analyze the interconnect capacitance 
resulting from metal filling. QX 3.1.3 assumes all metal fill is grounded, but QX 3.2.1 and beyond allows 
you to specify either grounded or floating fill metal. To enable extraction based on metal fill you set the 
following variables: 
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    setvar enable_metal_fill_effects true 
  setvar metal_fill_type grounded (or 'floating') 
 
The default setting for enable_metal_fill_effects is true, so in practice you only need to worry about it if 
you have previously set the variable to false. Similarly, metal_fill_type defaults to 'grounded' so you need 
only worry about it to specify it as floating. Fire & Ice QX warns you if your DEF file does not contain any 
fill. (Depending on what applications are driving QX, you may import fill metal in GDSII format using the 
metal_fill_gds_file variable.) 
 
QXC assumes a 10X min spacing as min distance for fill metal to active wiring. Fill metal closer than 10X 
the min spacing prompts a warning and the metal is treated as grounded. 
 
Sample ECO Steps for updating changed netlist to routed design: 

loadConfig newchip.conf # all same except new Verilog 
loadFPlan oldchip.fp 
defIn oldchip.def 
deleteFiller -prefix FILL # Remove filler cells, notch fill, metal fill 
editDelete -shapes {DRCFILL FILLWIRE} 
ecoPlace 
addFiller -cell FILL4 -prefix FILL -fillBoundary # Add filler cells back 
in 
addFiller -cell FILL2 -prefix FILL -fillBoundary 
addFiller -cell FILL1 -prefix FILL -fillBoundary 
setNanoRouteMode routeWithEco true      # set for incremental routing 
globalDetailRoute 
setMetalFill <options> #  setup and add metal fill 
addMetalFill <options> 
runQX -outputFileName a.spef -techFile b.tch # run sign off extraction 
verifyGeometry 

 
 
HyperExtract/CoeffGen handling of Metal Fill 
 
For those still using HyperExtract version 3.4E.USR4 as their parasitic extraction engine, metal fill is 
handled in a slightly different way. Grounded fill metal is the more straightforward analysis but floating 
metal can be specified too. 
 
For grounded metal fill, just pass HyperExtract the DEF file containing the fill wires. HyperExtract will 
automatically treat these as grounded metal shapes. Use Coefficient Generator in normal mode to generate 
your rules file. 
   
Floating metal fill is handled by assuming that all open spaces that could contain floating metal *do* 
contain floating metal. You must supply a floating metal fill specification file to the Coefficient Generator, 
so it can create the proper rules for floating metal fill extraction. This file must specify: 
      The number of metal layers with floating metal (first line) 
      Metal layer where floating metal is placed (first column) 
      Min/max equivalent width of the floating metal (columns 2 and 3 respectively) 
      Minimum spacing from floating metal to active (or other floating) metal (column 4) 
 
For example: 
 
3 
Metal1 0.025 0.25 5 
Metal2 0.03 0.3 6 
Metal3 0.03 0.3 6 
  
Before running Coefficient Generator you point to the above file as follows: 
 
    setenv FLOATING_METAL_FILE filename 
 
 
Other Extraction Tools 
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Non-Cadence RC extraction tools such as Star-RCXT also support metal fill; it is considered a must for 
90nm support. Star-RCXT supports both real and "emulated" metal fill, similar to our assumed fill in 
Encounter RC Extract. Fill metal can be represented in Milkyway as well as in DEF format. And of course, 
verification tools such as Assura and Calibre have mechanisms for dealing with metal fill.  Calibre has a 
RECTANGLES command to add fill if its not already in place. Calibre also has mechanisms to recognize 
arrayed structures such as fills, so they can be stored in the most efficient way. 
 
Summary: 
 
Encounter is capable of adding either floating or grounded metal fill to chip designs. This is typically done 
post-final route, and will slightly increase parasitic caps. You can emulate this effect during the virtual 
prototyping stage by using setExtractRCMode –assumeMetFill. Usually, all other things being equal, you 
should see net capacitance rise slightly as follows: No fill < floating fill metal < grounded fill metal. These 
results have been compared  to expected results from QuickCap1 and they correlate well. Separate tests run 
using a TSMC 90nm reference block agreed and also show few differences between the datasets: 
 
 No fill metal caps on average were within +/- 0.04% of floating fill caps. 
 No fill metal caps on average were within +/- 1.59% of grounded fill caps. 
 Floating metal caps on average were within +/- 1.55% of grounded fill caps. 

 
References: 
 
Encounter User Guide, version 4.1, chapter 16 "Optimizing Metal Density", and chap. 18, "RC Extraction". 
Encounter Text Command Reference, version 4.1, chapter 9, "Metal Fill Commands". 
Fire & Ice QX Gate-Level Extraction Manual, chapter 3, "How to Use Fire & Ice QX" >  
    "Checking the Effects of Metal Fill" 
HyperExtract Parasitic Extractor User Guide, chapter 2, "Preparing to Extract" 
 
SourceLink Solutions: 
 
11126720 Does Fire & Ice support FILLS statement that describes metal fill? 
11117192 FAQ: What is QXC's support for LEF/DEF 5.5 ? 
11105714 what is the net-to-fill minimum distance that QXC considers to be? 
11076806 How does F&I handle floating metals? 
 
Papers: 
 
The Physical and Electrical Effects of Metal-Fill Patterning Practices for Oxide Chemical-Mechanical 
Polishing Processes", IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices, Vol. 45, No. 3, March 1998, pg 665. 
 
 

 
1 QuickCap is a 3D field solver from Random Logic Corp. Either QuickCap or Cadence’s Coyote field 
solver may be used to generate Captables for First Encounter’s native RC Extract. 
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